Feed Technical Message 7 - Adding Farm Profit and Efficiency

The following are the key benefits of GAIN Feeds;

* Complete Nutrition for all animal species.
* Feed is manufactured in UFAS quality approved mills.
* Latest technology and nutrition research employed.
* Convenient and cost effective feeds.

The following are key nutritional features and performance benefits of GAIN Feeds;

* Protein ingredients - a combination is better than an over reliance on one or two.
* Energy ingredients - a combination is better than an over reliance on one or two.
* Fibre ingredients - a combination is better than an over reliance on one or two.
* Oil ingredients - a combination is better than an over reliance on one or two.
* Novatan boosts milk protein percentage and animal performance efficiency.
* Amaferm increases feed efficiency and animal performance efficiency.
* Agolin increases feed efficiency and animal performance efficiency.
* Protected Copper quality and quantity is essential and helps prevent deficiencies.
* Protected Zinc reduces lameness and improves Somatic Cell Count.
* Protected Selplex Selenium improves fertility and boosts cow immunity.
* Vitamin E works alongside Selenium to boost animal health.
* Phosphorus is required for bone formation, milk yield and animal fertility.
* Calcium is required for bone formation, milk yield and health.
* Magnesium is included to prevent Grass Tetany and Winter Tetany.

Benefits of compound feed include;

* Performance - efficient animal output and health.
* Convenience - no extra mixing and no extra labour.

* Quality - ingredients are carefully selected, controlled and assured.

* Consistent - nutritionally balanced with no separation or segregation.

* Nutrition - diet is efficient and supplies the correct balance of nutrients.

* Value - value for money and return on investment.

Each of the benefits add profit and efficiency.